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Abstract
The representation, content and learning of phonotactic constraints has spurred a
lot of recent research phonology. This work concerns the constraints involved in
the representation of place-based coocurrence restrictions. A single

OCP-[PLACE]

constraint is argued to compete in in constraint learning with other place-based and
feature-based coocurrence constraints.
The key prediction of this constraint participating in learning is generalization of a
coocurrence restriction on to a novel place. This prediction, along with others, are
tested in a series of artificial language learning experiments.
A modification of the existing Hayes and Wilson (2008) phonotactic learner is presented (HWgain). This modified model is more robust in inducing gradient constraints,
induces more general constraints and significantly improves on regression fit with
English well-formedness ratings

Thesis Supervisor: Adam Albright
Title: Professor of Linguistics
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Introduction

This thesis is about place coocurrence restrictions in language. Many languages exhibit
place coocurrence restrictions, which typically manifest as a gradient restriction resulting
in an (relative) under-attestation of sequences of consonants of the same place. These
gradient restrictions have been analyzed under various frameworks as reflecting a general
distinctiveness condition against self-similarity (Frisch, Pierrehumbert, and Broe, 2004;
Wilson and Obdeyn, 2009) or as reflecting constraints on the articulation of similar
consonants (Walter, 2007).
In this work I treat these coocurrence restrictions in the general case as arising from a
single constraint (OCP-[PLACE]), which penalizes coocurrences of all major places. This
constraint is learned under certain circumstances in a constraint induction framework
which is a modification of (Hayes and Wilson, 2008). The learning framework (HWenopy)
is found to be more robust in modeling gradient phonotactics, and performs better
than the original Hayes and Wilson 2008 at modeling phonotactic rating data. The
dynamics of a single OCP constraint in this model competing with other constraints is
discussed. Predictions of having a monolithic constraint available to a learner are tested
experimentally in a series of artificial language learning experiments.
The experiments presented test to see whether participants can learn a coocurrence
restriction in an artificial setting; whether a coocurrence restriction can be generalized on
to a new place, and whether an equally strong cooccurence restriction can be learned in
the face of a skewed set of lexical evidence.
The key prediction of a learning system which is equipped with a single constraint responsible for place-based coocurrence restrictions is the extension of a restriction to places
which lack evidence for coocurrence. This genearlization would be predicted only under
This work was partially supported by a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada doctoral
fellowship #752-2012-1491.
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a model which considers a single constraint which prohibits all homorganic sequences,
which would apply to all sequences of consonants. The other predictions regarding
learning of coocurrence restriction in settings which differ in specificity and strength
across places do not immediately follow from the inclusion a single OCP constraint in the
constraint induction system, instead the findings (and hypotheses) suggest a place for
formal simplicity to play a role in the phonotactic learning.

2

Generalization as a Primitive

Berent, Marcus, et al. (2002) demonstrate that Hebrew speakers' knowledge of a geminate
restriction1 extends to non-native segments. In nonce word rating tasks, nonce [00k]
verbal roots are rated as worse than [kOO] ([0 is not a native Hebrew segment, and not a
native place of articulation in Hebrew; so an analysis which is based on evidenced place
restrictions in Hebrew ). This extension of the identity restriction to novel segments is
taken as evidence that the constraint responsible for the restriction makes reference to
variables (Berent, Wilson, et al., 2012).
This work takes the same sort of view of generality in coocurrence restrictions. I propose a
single constraint OCP-[PLACE], which penalizes all homorganic consonant sequences. This
constraint, induced and weighted in a constraint induction framework (HWens

) predicts

that homorganicity effects should extend to new places. This single constraint encodes the
basic proposal of Walter (2007) biomechanical repetition avoidance hypothesis; which is
that consonant coocurrence restrictions (gradient and otherwise) result from the difficulty
.

of repeating gross motor gestures.2

This view of a single constraint responsible for coocurrence restriction runs counter to
1Hebrew
2

tolerates sequences of identical consonants root-finally [kss], but not initially [ssk]

Walter (2007)'s proposal is in principle relataviziable across places, articulators can in principle differ in the
effort required to repeat gestures. Walter finds no significant differences between places across experiments
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more recent treatments of coocurrence restrictions. Recent work (Frisch, Pierrehumbert,
and Broe, 2004; Coetzee and Pater, 2008; Wilson and Obdeyn, 2009) has focused on the
modeling the role of subsidiary features (prenasality, stricture) in place coocurrence restrictions. This work places the monolithic constraint in a constraint induction framework
which can in principle model subsidiary effects on top of major place based coocurrence
restrictions.

3

Modeling

A recent focus in phonology has been in the development of computational models of
phonotactics. In an abstract sense, these models take as input an inventory, a feature
system and a list of words in a language, and output a function which assigns scores to
words.
The Hayes and Wilson (2008) phonotactic learner is often used to model phonotactics, as
it outputs an explicit weighted set of constraints which are used to evaluate new words.
This set of constraints is equated with markedness constraints in a familiar OT setting.
Other models of phonotactics such as STaGE (Adriaans, 2011) or the featural bigram
model (Albright, 2009) lack as a property of outputting a grammar consisting of a compact
set of ranked (or weighted) constraints.
For the purposes of this project, I will focus on extending the results of Hayes and Wilson
(2008) using a modified criterion. The featural bigram learner and STaGE do not naturally
admit the induction of a constraint which is formally similar to OCP-[PLACE]. Both Of
these systems build constraints systematically by merging specific constraint definitions
to build more general constraints. It remains unclear how to employ these models featural
subset-superset generalization technique to arrive at a constraint which has the form of
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OCP-[PLACE], as the OCP constraint necessarily ranges over place features. 3

3.1

The Hayes and Wilson 2008 Learner

The grammar of a HW08 learner is a paired list of constraints and weights. The constraints
are of the form * [+coronal,+sonorantJ [+coronal, +sonorant], and the weights associated with each constraint are positive real numbers. In evaluating the well-formedness of
an unseen item, the rating function calculates the harmony score H(x) = e-wc where w
and c are the vectors of the constraint violations and the associated weights. The harmony
score is a dimensionless probability measure which corresponds to the markedness of the
given item.4

The constraints and constraint weights are discovered using a procedure which searches
the space of possible constraints ordered by generality and constraint size. The constraints
are tested against a sample r of a biased random field (representing the current state of
our grammar) R. If a given constraint's accuracy is less than 95% confidence interval of
the O/E value, the constraint is adopted into the grammar; with a weight computed as the
maximum fit of a logistic regression predicting the sample of the observed set of data d,
against the current random field r. The constraint is adopted, and the procedure repeats:
testing additional constraints ordered by complexity and tested against increasing set of
accuracy criteria. The accuracy criteria encourage the learner to first adopt constraints
which are highly accurate (apply generally)
The algorithm in pseudocode:
Initialize random field 1? from E" where n E lengths of data
sample 1? to get r
3 The argument of (Berent, Wilson,
et al., 2012) can also be applied to this family of models. Identity (in the
4

context of the Hebrew restriction) is a higher order restriction
Hayes and Wilson advocate (as is standard in undirected probabilistic models) transforming the harmony
score into a probability measure by dividing by a normalizing term Z of all harmony scores in the experiment
Z = EH(xi)
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sample the observed set of data D to get d
for each ascending accuracy requirement level in 0.01,0.1,0.25,..:
for each constraint ordered by generality:
r, +- constraint violations in r

d, +-constraint violations in d
if smoothOE(do,, r,) < accuracy level:
train logistic regression predictor using r and d
update R by biasing against forms which violate the constraint
resample d, r from D, R
return logistic regression using all constraints and all predictors
The logic of the procedure of constraint induction is rather simple: move in ascending
accuracy requirements from more general constraints to more specific constraints. Hayes
and Wilson (2008) demonstrate successful induction of 'phonologically sensible' constraints in the given data sets of English onsets, vowel harmony in Shona, and Wargamay
phonotactics.
The procedure makes use of the smoothed 95% confidence interval of the calculation of
observed-expected ratio'. This confidence interval is used to discourage the adoption of
constraints which are true, but very specific (do not apply to many forms in r). The 95%
confidence interval of 0/10 is 0.22 instead of 0.

3.2

Problems with the criterion

Hayes and White (2013) use the output of a learning run of the HW08 learner to ask
questions about a class of constraints which they term as accidentally exceptionless. These
are constraints, which hold true of English and are induced by the learner, but when
tested using native speakers of the language are found not to play a role in the rating of
5
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nonce words. Hayes and White make a distinction between natural and unnatural constraints. Natural constraints are constraints which have plausible phonetic or articulatory
grounding, whereas unnatural constraints lack a plausible phonetic explanation. Hayes
and White test whether these 'unnatural' are accidentally exceptionless.
Constraints found by the learner which were considered by the authors to be unnatural are
ones such as * [+round,+high] [-consonantal, -sonorant] (No [u,o,w] before [h]]). These
constraints are true of the English lexicon, but seem to have little phonetic explanation as
to why these are true.
I argue that the Hayes and Wilson heuristic of testing constraints ordered by accuracy;
and adopting constraints based on O/E biases the learner to select constraints which are
exceptionless. These specific exceptionless constraints meet the accuracy criterion, and are
induced by the learner using the O/E criterion. These specific exceptionless constraints
might have more potential to be unnatural. If the induction system were to change it's
architecture to be able to induce more general constraints with more of a tolerance of
exceptions might be more likely to discover more natural constraints.
Testing the Hayes and Wilson model on a corpus of Arabic triconsonantal roots (Frisch,
Pierrehumbert, and Broe, 2004) highlights this problem of selecting specific exceptionless
constraints. The pattern of root coocurrence restriction in Arabic is not categoricalfor all
major places.
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Table 1: Table 1 from (Frisch, Pierrehumbert, and Broe, 2004). O/E Values of adjacent
consonants by major class. Major classes are shaded.
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Due to the presence of exceptions, the accuracy criteria forces the first pass of the learner
to skip more general constraints. Instead, more specific 'accidentally true' constraints such
as * [ -son,+cont ,+voice] [ -son,+coronal] (no sequences of voiced fricatives and coronal
obstruents) get induced, as they meet the first accuracy level. Specific constraints of this
form are of little value to an analysis of Arabic root coocurrence restrictions (in traditional
major-place restriction analysis of Arabic (McCarthy, 1986)).
Berent, Wilson, et al. (2012) mention a modification to the HW08 constraint induction
system, which does away with the O/E criterion and complicated search heuristics in the
original model, and introduces information gain as the criterion for selection. 6
This modified model (HWentropy), uses the information gain of a given constraint to determine which constraint to adopt next. At every step of constraint selection; logistic
regression are fit for each constraint under considerations. The problem of these regressions is to classify r and d, the constraint weight of the constraint under consideration
is found using a maximization of logistic regression objective function with f 2 regularization7 with previously induced constraints and weights fixed. Because of the fixing of
.

other weights, the maximum likelihood is a restricted maximization of one variable 8

Constraint weights for constraints under consideration are found quickly using Brent's
method (Brent, 1973). After every constraint under consideration is fit with a model, the
constraint which has the highest maximum likelihood is selected. 9
6

Berent, Wilson, et al. (2012) name their modification of the model HWgain. This paper considers an
independent implementation of the model as described, which I will term HWenmopy to avoid confusion
with the Berent, Wilson, et al. (2012) model.
7
argmax E~n log p(y;jxi ,6) - En
Where 0 is the vector of constraint weights to be optimized for maximum likelihood.
x is the matrix of constraint violations
y is the vector of classification labels (0 if from d, 1 if from r)
p(y = 1x)=
1+exp(-TX)
8
Experimental simulations fit an intercept as a predictor, since r and d differ in size. These models maximize
likelihood against two variables, and use Powell's method to quickly find the minimum (Powell, 1964)
9
A potential refinement of this algorithm would be to evaluate model performance on newly drawn samples
of r and d. This was not considered under the current implementation, as the sampling procedure to
generate r scaled poorly under large alphabets and many constraints. r was generated using rejection

9

This modification requires an exhaustive search of the space of constraints at every
iteration. Because the model uses information gain or the maximal maximum likelihood,
it can induce constraints which serve as good predictors of the class difference between r
and d. These constraints end up being high quality constraints which are robust
Under the HWe 1 7 0 yy model, the constraint induction procedure is a little bit more resistant
to the noise of accidentally true constraints at low levels of accuracy. On the same set of
Arabic data, the learner induces constraints such as * [+son,+coronalJ [+son,+coronal
(referring specifically to the class of coronal sonorants). A full discussion of Arabic
modeling results is found in Appendix 2.
This improvement of using information gain enables the constraint induction procedure to
select useful constraints at every step of constraint induction. Usefulness (in this respect)
is in terms of model improvement, and is robust to small numbers of violations in the
target language. Another potential improvement to the learner is to in some way bias
the adoption of simpler constraints. The first constraint induced in the HW,,try model
of Arabic trilateral roots * [+anterior] [-son,+coronalj (no coronal except [] followed
by a coronal), which has a slightly higher information gain than a (formally) potentially
simpler constraint * [-son,+coronalJ [-son,+coronalJ. Implementing a bias for simpler
constraints requires determining what should be favored and penalized in a metric of
complexity (e.g. size of natural class, number of features referred to in description). The
place of complexity in inductive models is left for future work.

4

Modeling OCP-Place

Given the modifications to the Hayes and Wilson learner which allow for the learner to
be more robust to exceptions in the training data, we can lay out predictions of learning
sampling over E" using the p(y = 1Jx) as the rejection probability.
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gradient coocurrence restrictions if we admit a constraint (OCP-[PLACE]) in the competition
of all other constraints formed by the conjunction of natural classes.

9 OCP-[PLACE] : Penalize all homorganic sequences of consonants
This constraint would enter in competition with other constraints which refer to specific
places (OCP-[LABJ 10 ). Using information gain as the criterion for constraint selection, the
single constraint occasionally ends up being induced in situations where a coocurrence
restriction applies unevenly across places (dependent on the spread of restrictions). This
is due to the single constraint being a better predictor of at the given stage of constraint
induction than constraints which refer to specific places. This behavior I term analytical
leveling. This is when the model comes up with an analysis which uses OCP-[PLAcE] as a
constraint when the degree of restriction is uneven across places."
To exemplify this behavior and to determine how uneven a restriction can be leveled
using the learner a series of learning simulations were conducted. These simulations had
a training language which varied in the degree of place restriction.
The training language was comprised of 1000 CVCV words where C = {p,t,k}, V =

{ a,e,i,o,u}.

Consonants and vowels were drawn randomly, and homorganic sequences
were rejected at place-specific proportions. For instance, a rejection rate which is high
for [pp] and lower for [tt] and [kk] would be characteristic of a language which has a
stronger restriction for labials than it does for coronals or dorsals.
Below is a chart displaying the proportion of models under a given parameter setting
which have adopted the monolithic OCP-[PLACE] constraint 12 . This is over 10 modeling
runs of lexicons drawn with the same setting of rejection rate. For this figure, the rejection
10

Implemented as * [+labial] [+syllabic] [+labial]
11 While the original HW
learner can incorporate the constraint of OCP-[PLACE] the procedure of constraint
induction will only choose the constraint if the accuracy criterion is met by all places. In practice the
constraint only gets adopted if the restriction is entirely categorical.
12
This can be addition to other place-specific constraints being induced

11

rate of [pp] is set at 80%, where the rejection rates of [tt] and [kk] were systematically
varied from 0% to 100%.
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Figure 1: Detailed heatmap of proportion of models inducing OCP-[PLACE] across simulated lexicons with the rejection rate of [tt] fixed at 80%.
The color in the graph refers to the proportion of model runs in which the

OCP-[PLACE]

constraint is induced. When the strength of the restriction is uniform (rejection rates are
all 80%; the monolithic constraint gets induced. More interestingly, when the restriction is
non-uniform (but close in strength) the OCP constraint is often chosen, which effectively
levels out the strength of the restriction across places. Another pole which attracts the
uniform analysis is when one of the other restrictions is close enough in strength to
the labial restriction, which increases the chances of an analysis using the monolithic
constraint.
12

Adding a monolithic constraint predicts a range of potential grammars. In the constraint
induction system this constraint effectively flattens out certain coocurrence restrictions to
a single coocurrence restrictions.

AC -I

Figure 2: Heatmap of adoption of OCP-[PLACE] in model runs across simulated lexicons

with the rejection rate of [tt] varying across figures.

Looking more coarsely across a range of rejection rates, we can see that the monolithic
constraint gets induced when restrictions are rather strong (and about even in strength).
When two out of three of the constraints are even in strength, there's a separate pull
towards the 'diagonal', whereby a specific constraint is adopted (OCP-[LAB]), and the
more general constraint OCP-[PLACE] is used to account for the other two places at once.
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Crucially, these simulations place no substantive assumptions on the content of these
restrictions. The rates of adoption reflect a non-substantively biased comparison of
information gain across constraints being induced at the current iteration.
This thesis is testing for the evidence of the existence of a constraint which behaves
formally like OCP-[PLAcEJ. This constraint, paired with a top-down constraint induction system, predicts that learners may analyze certain languages with similar strength
coocurrence restrictions as havirtgfatter coocurrence restrictions across places.

5

Experiments

A number of experiments were conducted to study how people learn coocurrence restrictions. These experiments test two sets of predictions; the first prediction at issue is
whether a single OCP constraint is considered by language learners, and can extend to
other places. The second set of predictions concern the place of simplicity in a constraint
learning system.
Constraint Predictions
* Prediction 1: Given evidence for a coocurrence restriction for two places, learners
will generalize a coocurrence restriction onto a third place.
Simplicity Predictions
" Prediction 2: Given evidence for a uniform, categorical homorganic coocurrence
restriction, it will be learned. Learners learning restriction affecting an arbitrary
combination of places will not be able to learn.
" Prediction 3a: Given sufficiently skewed evidence for a coocurrence restriction,
learners will treat the restriction as uniform across places.
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* Prediction 3b: Given specific evidence for a coocurrence restriction (at one place),
learners will treat the restriction spectfically for one place.
Prediction 3a can be understood as an argument for analytical leveling. Learners equipped
with a monolithic OCP-[PLACE] constraint will induce the constraint, and level out the
restriction. Further simulation (detailed later) showed that learners which do not consider
the monolithic constraint have a qualitatively similar pattern of results, due to the
induction of highly complex nuisance constraints.

5.1

Materials

The experiment was framed an artificial language learning experiment, where participants
are told that the experiment is about "...your ability to quickly get an impression of what
words are in a language ... ". Participants are told that they are learning the names of aliens

from a planet during the familiarization phases of the experiment, and that in the testing
phase of the experiment there will be some new monsters from the native planet, familiar
monsters and new monsters from another planet (who speak another language which is
as similar to the native planet's as French is to Italian).
The native and non-native planets names are selected to be phonotactically legal and
phonotactically illegal words in the languages that participants are learning in a given
experimental condition.
The general layout of the experiment is as follows.
" Instructions & Consent
" Familiarization - Block 1 (20 items)

" Midterm Test (10 items)
" Familiarization - Block 2 (20 items)

15

o Final Test (20 Items)
Familiarization trials comprised of a picture of a monster matched with the monster's
name and an audio file of the name being said aloud. Participants advance through the
experiment by pressing the space bar, and are only allowed to advance when the audio file
is done playing. 25% of the familiarization trials are 'catch' trials which ask participants
to transcribe the audio. Improperly transcribed audio is used to exclude participants who
are not paying attention.
Testing trials consisted of a picture of a monster paired with a name and audio file.
Participants are asked to rate the name based on how acceptable it sounds as a word of
the native language they've been learning. The rating scale is a slider from 0-100, with its
ends marked as Totally Unacceptableand Totally Acceptable. The scale begins at 50, and the
participant is required to move the slider off 50 to continue through the experiment.
Piloting several iterations of the experiment helped in determining an optimal design.
The midterm is useful for calibrating participants expectations of 'the other language'.
Following the midterm an (arbitrary) score was given to participants, calculated using the
formula pg-pilegal + 5.13 After the midterm, participants are told to study the language

carefully and have 'see if they can improve their score' in the final. Typical scores for
participants ranged between 4 and 7.
Languages were created from a bank of CVCV items produced by a Dutch native speaker.
The consonants were chosen from a set of C = {p,b,f,v,td,s,z,k,g} and V = {a,e,i,o,u}. A
Dutch native speaker was chosen to produce these sounds because of the vowels of Dutch
gave participants that the impression that they were learning a foregin language. One
unfortunate consequence of using a Dutch speaker is that Dutch laryngeal contrast uses
1'3 nitial runs of this experiment tested including items which had other phonotactic violations
(NOCODE,MINPWD); but found that participants used these as 'anchors' for badness. Test items for
these experiments are all disyllabic and only differ from training items with respect to restrictions active in
testing
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different VOT specifications than English. Even though the recordings were checked by
the author, participants occasionally made transcription errors with respect to voicing
(these were not treated as errors). A bank of 286 recorded tokens was used for all
experiments; in each experiment tokens were selected randomly to build counterbalanced
training conditions (counterbalancing for number of training examples). These tokens
were randomly paired with a bank of 247 images of monsters in each experimental
condition.
Participants were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk were compensated 0.80$ for
their participation in the experiment. Participants were restricted to US IP addresses and
the instructions asked for native English speakers. The average completion time across
all experimental conditions was seven minutes. Participants were allocated randomly to
conditions during each experiment.

5.2

Data Analysis & Participant Filtering

The rating data along the interval [0,100] was transformed to the interval ]0, 1 [ by taking
ratings and transforming them into probabilities 4 . These probabilities were then used to
do a logistic regression for all analyses. This transformation of subjective wordlikness
ratings into a discrete probability space is a strong assumption, converting people's stated
judgements correspond directly to probabilities. The bounds of and shape of the rating
scale distribution do line up with probabilities, in that there are hard boundaries at 0 and
100 and differences near these poles mean very little to the analyses. All analyses were
re-run using a dichotomized result set (binning the results to 0 and 1 around a rating
value of 50), and the re-analyses saw a similar set of significances. In this section I present
results using the model run on rating-transformed probabilities to use more of the data
presented by the participant. Additional analyses used linear models which qualitatively
14

Ratings were transformed into probabilities using the formula
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Tb+2f

; with small values of

e.

had the same pattern of results but failed to achieve significance due to large standard
errors (this was due in part to some participants employing both ends of the scale - while
other participants made finer-grained distinctions employing the bounds of the scale
(these sub-populations of users benefit from the random effect structure of the logistic
regression)).
The same exclusion criteria were used for all experiments. Firstly, participants taking
longer than the 95th percentile of all responses (taking more than 13.75 minutes) were
filtered out. Secondly all participants who answered the transcription questions incorrectly 15 were removed. The number of excluded participants will be reported for each
experiment.
Third, participants are filtered to keep participants who have been paying attention. Each
experiment generally has had a common set of test items. Test items included familiar
items which have been seen previously in training as well as various other categories
of items which are legal and illegal according to the specific condition. We expect that
participants who have been using the scale to make a varied use of the rating scale, and
and those who have been paying attention to the training to rate items which are familiar
to them higher than other items. Individual logistic models are fitted to each participant,
predicting the effect of familiar on the probability-transformed rating. All participants
who have a positive predictor for thefamiliarity effect are retained in the analysis.
15Allowing liberally for voicing errors in transcription
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Figure 3: Familiarity effect cutoff and time based cutoff

In total these participant exclusion criteria filtered out 16% of all participants.
Results from both the midterm and the final are used in analyzing each experiment.
Model comparison for each model including and not including task predictors coded as
interaction effects showed no significant differences in model fit.
A coding error in earlier versions of the experiments failed to record the final item of
the testing block. This results in certain conditions of the experiment having an uneven
number of test items.

5.3

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was designed to test whether a homorganic coocurrence restriction can
be learned in an artificial language learning setting. This was to establish a baseline of
effects to see in later experiments. This experiment has two conditions,:natural in which
training items do not contain pairs of homorganic items (*LL,CC,DD) and arbitraryin
which there is an arbitrary restriction of no labials and coronals coocurring (*LC,CL). This
19

second restriction was chosen because it has nearly same 'size' of the restriction (In terms
/

of the number of allowable consonant combinations) as a homorganicity restriction (64
56 allowable combinations).

An earlier version of this experiment had an error in the allocation of words to conditions
in that words with identical consonants were overrepresented relative to chance in the test
set. While there was an experimental effect of homorganicity, the effect was residualized
out as an anti-identity bias rather than anti-homorogancitiy. (There was a concomittant
enhancement of words with same consonants in the arbitrary condition). These nuisance
factors are discussed by Moreton, Pater, and Pertsova (submitted), and regressed out
in their analyses. Given a limited number of testing items which can be included in
each experiment, and not being interested in effects related to identity; items with
identical consonants were removed from both the training and testing for all subsequent
experiments.16
The training for this experiment consisted of each a random set of 40 training items; which
.

contained at least every allowable combination of consonants in the given condition. 17

The midterm consisted of 2 familiar items, 3 'legal' items, 5 illegal items. The final
consisted of 4 familiar, 6 'legal' and 10 familiar items.
Before participant filtering, there were 66 participants in the arbitrary condition and 38
participants in the homorganicty condition. After filtering, there were 55 and 30 in each
condition. 18
1 6Another effect found during piloting was an anchoring effect if the description of-bpdness was easily
statable (this also applies to the anti-identity effect noted). Earlier iterations of the expekiment had critical
test items which contained codas, or a non-native segment ([x]). These other violations overshadowed
whatever other violations I was able to test - removing these other sets of test items made more subtle
violations more readily detectable
17
These items are then 'topped off' with other legal items, potentially giving different permutations of
consonants
18
The arbitrary condition is a grouping of historical methodological revisions; it includes 51 participants
before the transcription was implemented, and 11 participants after transcription was implemented. Model
comparison shows no significant effect of compliance on the models.
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Experiment 1 Results
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Figure 4: Rating scores for Experiment 1

Analysis
A linear mixed effects model was using the probability-transformed response data; the
model was fit with a random intercepts by participant. The model takes as its base
prediction legal: arbitrary. A significant intercept (p < 0.001) indicates that legal items
were rated positively, and a significant main effect of homorganic (p = 0.012) shows that
participants learning the language with the homorganic restriction rated legal items
higher than participants learning the arbitrary restriction language. An interaction of
illegal: homorganic (p = 0.08) indicates that participants learning the arbitrary language
rate illegal items lower than participants learning the arbitrary language.
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Std. Error
0.10
0.11
0.20
0.18
0.20
0.34

z value
4.14
1.73
8.88
2.49
-2.79
-1.56

Pr(> Iz I)
< 0.0001
0.08
< 0.0001
0.01
0.00
0.11

*

Estimate
0.43
0.20
1.85
0.460
-0.57
-0.54

*

Coefficient
(Intercept)
illegal
familiar
homorganic
illegal:homorganic
familiar:homorganic

**

Table 2: Summary of effects for mixed-effect logit model for Experiment 1 (2610 responses,
85 participants)

Taking stock of these results, we can comment that a homorganic place coocurrence
restriction can be learned given a brief exposure in a mechanical turk experiment. A
second conclusion can be drawn from this data is that the participants learning the
homorganic restriction rate legal items higher than those learning the arbitrary language.
The main effect of homorganic is consistent with an interpretation of the results in which
participants learning the arbitrary language only make a difference between familiar and
unfamiliar items. For all unfamiliar items, learners of the arbitrary language are not using
knowledge of a grammar to base their decision. Learners of the homorganic language
are able to use an analysis of the restriction to positively identify legal (non-homorganic)
items.
An argument for naturalness (or simplicity)
This particular experiment falls under the category of experiments which aims to test
phonological naturalness in an artificial grammar setting. The conditions could be
characterized as a typologically attested restriction (homorganicity restriction) and a typologically unattested restriction (labials and coronals). This result could be viewed under
the analysis of Moreton and Pater (2012), which treat biases arising from experimental
work as a result of structural biases. In their terms, more complex constraints are harder
to learn; whereas formally simpler constraints are easier to learn. 19
19Moreton & Pater couch their treatment of biases in as arising in constraint induction system called IMECCS
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The inductive model (HWentropy) used in this paper does not encode any penalization for
complex or unnatural constraints. The model discovers the constraints * [+labial] [+syl]
[+coronal] and * [+coronalJ [+syl] [+labial] given the training data in the arbitrary
condition. Difference in harmony score arise from the random field containing fewer
violations of the arbitrary restriction at the time of induction. 20
(Incremental Maximum Entropy with conjunctive constraint schema) (Moreton, Pater, and Pertsova,
submitted). This system uses a large family of conjunctive feature-based constraints, in a batch setting
using the perceptron update rule to adjust probabilities. The learning predictions of structural complexity
arise as a result of the constraint structure. A simplicity bias arises as formally simpler constraints get
updated more often. To obtain the ordering of having a homorganicity restriction be more natural than a
labial-coronal in the IMECCS framework, a constraint formally like OCP-[PLAcE] would have to be in place
the constraint schema somewhere.
20
As an aside: These models encode a familiarity effect by overfitting the training data, and coming up with
nuisance constraints which have very small weights and penalize material absent in the training data.
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Figure 5: Model of experiment 1: 10 constraints induced using HWentropy. 40 models with
10 constraints fit using participants training data.

Interpreting this result under the Moreton and Pater (2012) structural-bias only reveals an
inadequacy in the model in not penalizing complicated constraints (or in their modeling
terms, having all constraints compete and complexity come out as an emergent property).
Another treatment of these effects is to view them arising out of naturalness.

Both

embedding naturalness in the constraint induction system and providing a means for

formal simplicity to arise as an emergent property is left for further work.2 1
This experiment has shown that participants in an artificial language learning experiment
21

0ne way to implement this is to provide a per-constraint prior based on the featural complexity of
constraints. This is intuitively what the constraint induction procedure of the original HWO8 model
attempts to do; but this would be another way of doing things)
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can learn a homorganicity restriction as compared to learning an arbitrary restriction. The
learnability difference between these two conditions is unpredicted under an unbiased
learner which places constraints against arbitrary restrictions and homorganic restrictions
on an equal ground.
Given that the experimental methodology is sensitive enough to detect these place-based
coocurrence restrictions; we can move on to test the fundamental prediction of having a
learner equipped with an single OCP-[PLACE] constraint, which is that the learner will
generalize a restriction on to a novel place.

5.4

Experiment 2

The next experiment tests whether a learner can extend a coocurrence restriction to a
third place given evidence of the restriction for two places. In the experiment, participants
are given evidence for a coocurrence restriction for two places of consonants (coronal and
dorsal or labial and dorsal), and are tested whether the coocurrence restriction would
apply to an unseen place.
This experiment differed from the previous experiment in that it used monster names
paired with color words during familiarization. Monster names were of the shape CVCV
and contained two places which either exhibited a coocurrence restriction (in the restricted
condition) or were freely combined (in the free condition). The color words were of the
shape CV and contained the third place

22.

These color words introduce the participants to

the third place, but hold out evidence about their coocurrence statistics. Monster images
were categorized by color, color words were randomly allocated to colors, and images
fitting the color were randomly allocated to words.
Test items were CVCV items paired with images of monsters (participants are told in
2If roots are coronal and dorsal, the color words are [pibe,fova] and if the roots are labial and dorsal the
color words are [ti,deso,za]
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instructions that aliens from the other planet have different color words and the test
contains items from both planets without colors associated with them). The midterm
consists of 2 unfamiliar items, 3 legal items, and 5 illegal items. The final consists of 4
familiar items, 6 legal items, and 10 illegal items. Illegal items in this experiment are
items with homorganic segments; some legal items contain one of the unfamiliar place?.
The categories of these legal and illegal items are then further separated into place-based
categories 24
Experiment
2a
2a
2b
2b

Condition
free
restricted
free
restricted

Training
CD
CD
LD
LD

Retained
34
36
33
38
141

Excluded
3
4
7
3
18

Table 3: Participants in Experiment 2a and 2b

Predictions:
If a constraint formally like OCP-[PLACE] is learned by participants learning restricted

languages; we expect lower scores for the homorganic sequences of a familiar place
(trained), and lower scores of homorganic sequences of the unfamiliar place (the place
used in color words). Models fit using the HWentropy model using 20 participants training
data in each condition of experiment 2a, which uses coronals and dorsals as training
items.
23This legal/illegal difference was used so that if responses are due to task effect of scoring during the
midterm (which makes use of legal and illegal items), the treatment is symmetrical
24
L for LL items, C for CC items, and oNEC or oNEL for legal items which contain one of the held-out places.
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Experiment 2a Simulated Results
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Figure 6: Modeling experiment 2a with 10 constraints induced using HWentropy. 40 models
with 10 constraints fit using participants training data.

In the restricted condition, the constraint learner generally induces OCP-[PLACE] as a
constraint, contributing to the lower scores in the restricted condition for C, D and L (all
homorganic items). The constraint learner also induces constraints in both conditions
constraints against labials which do not occur in a CV frame.25 These markedness
constraints serve as a main effect of all labial-labial sequences and also penalize legal
items which contain one labial.
Scrutinizing the model results, we find that there are also markedness effects on legal
items. Certain 'noisy' constraints are induced which penalize combinations of consonants
25

This is induced as a number of constraints such as * [+syllabic] [+labial]
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and vowels in the legal condition. Given a limited set of training data, and a requirement
to induce 10 constraints, these noisy constraints which apply to certain legal items end up
being induced. Improving the model by first weighting constraints on one sample of r
and evaluating constraints against a new sample of r or choosing constraints based on a
metric of simplicity might do away with these nuisance constraints (or at decrease the
magnitude of constraint violations).
If a constraint formally like OCP-Place exists, its effects should be detectable as interactions
between restricted and L and restrictedand C. Also, the models predicts markedness effects
on items which contain the place of the color word (oneL and L).
Analysis
The results from both versions of Experiment 2a and 2b are aggregated together for
greater power. Dorsal-dorsal ratings have been removed from the analysis due to an
insufficient number of ratings in the free condition (as test items need to be not trained
and not contain identical consonants and there are only two dorsal consonants in these
experiments). The places were coded as FAM (for a familiar place, which has been evidence
for a coocurrence restriction), UNFAM (for the unevidenced-for place, which is used used in
color words) and oneUNFAM (containing one of the unevidenced-for place).
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Figure 7: Rating scores for Experiment 2

A mixed effects logit model was run to analyze the second experiment. The model used
legal and unrestricted as the baseline. There are a number of significant effects relevant to

the model predictions. A significant effect of UNFAM (P = -0.25, p < 0.001) indicates that
there is a general markedness effect of the unfamiliar place. The effect of OCP in the
FAM place under the restricted condition is borne out (P = -1.18, p < 0.001). Participants
learning a restriction affecting two places, apply it to the places which they have learned
the restriction.
The extension of the restriction to a new place (UNFAM) under the restricted condition

has the predicted direction of effect, but is marginally significant (P = -0.55, p = 0.09).
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This finding, coupled with other significant effects suggest an alternative task-oriented
explanation for the pattern of results.
There are a number of significant unpredicted effects found in the experiment: a main
effect of restricted(A = 0.69, p = 0.02) and the interaction of familiar and restricted (p = -0.74,
p = 0.04), as well as the marginally significant interaction between oneUNFAM and restricted

-0.83

0.20

-4.06

< 0.001

restricted
FAM:restricted
familiar:restricted
oneUNFAM:restricted
UNFAM:restricted

0.69
-1.18
-0.74
-0.59
-0.55

0.30
0.32
0.36
0.33
0.32

2.25
-3.61
-2.04
-1.79
-1.68

0.02
< 0.001
0.04
0.07
0.09

*

UNFAM

Pr(> Iz 1)
0.02
0.90
< 0.001
0.24

***
*

z value
2.28
-0.11
6.29
-1.15

*

Std. Error
0.18
0.20
0.23
0.20

*

Estimate
0.43
-0.02
1.47
-0.24

.

Coefficient
(Intercept)
FAM
familiar
oneUNFAM

*

(p = -0.59, 0.07).

Table 4: Summary of effects for mixed-effect logit model for Experiment 2 (3947 responses,
141 participants)

One potential explanation for this pattern of effects (the interactions of oneUNFAM and
unFAM with restrictedand the main effect of restricted) is that the participants are potentially
using an explicit rule; which is to give low ratings to items which do not contain a
familiar place and a dorsal. This rule would predict the pattern of effects seen. Using this
rule would mean that legal items (which do contain a FAM and dorsal, in the restricted
condition) are rated higher. Other (non-familiar) items would be rated lower.
Another potential explanation for the experiments' results is that there is an insensitivity
in the participants' use of the rating scale at the lower end and the additional markedness
of an OCP-[PLACE] violation is not detectable using the rating scale.
Given these alternative interpretations (and strategies) of task performance and the
30

confounding main effects of markedness arising from the UNFAM place, this experiment
was unable detect whether OCP-[PLACE] can be extended to another place based on
testing two places. Participants were able to use knowledge of the restriction to rate items
which they had evidence for place coocurrence restriction. Differences in ratings of the
unfamiliar place between learners of the restricted andfree

5.5

Experiment 3

A third set of experiments was devised to address concerns over alternative task strategies
and the markedness effects seen in Experiment 2. This experiment tests more directly
the idea of analytical leveling. Participants learn languages which exhibit either a specific
restriction which targets only one place or a skewed restriction which affects places with
different strengths.
This version brings the experiment a lot closer to the predicted effects of the model.
Learners of an uneven skewed restriction should level-out the restriction adopting single
a single constraint penalizing all homorganic place combinations. Learners of a specific
restriction should treat the restriction as affecting the one place which they have evidence
for, and adopt a single constraint penalizing the specific place held out.
Training and testing items were drawn from the set of non-identical CVCV recordings.
Training consisted of 42 items, in which the items were selected to show every allowable
combination of consonants permitted by the grammar being learned (plus filling up to
reach criterion). In the specific conditions, either labial-labial or coronal-coronal items are

.

held out. In the skewed conditions, all dorsal-dorsal words are held out and one place has
all items held out, while the other place has half as many items 26
Testing items were the same across all conditions. The midterm consisted of 3 non26

Without a restriction, there would be 6 homorganic LL and CC items, in the skewed restriction
there are 0
LL and 3 CC (or vice versa)
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homorganic items, 2 familiar items, 2 labial homorganic items, 2 coronal homorganic
items, and 1 dorsal homorganic item. The final consisted of 4 labial-labial items, 4 coronalcoronal items, 2 dorsal-dorsal items (if possible), 6 familiar items, and 4 non-homorganic
items. Because dorsal-dorsal items were not always possible to add (in conditions which
allow dorsal-dorsal sequences), these items have been excluded from analysis.
Additionally, a final condition free was added to this experiment to be able to calibrate the
experimental effects against potential testing effects or experiment-external effects. For
the purposes of the score calculation, all items in experiment 3 which were homorganic
counted as illegal, whereas all non-homorganic items were legal.
Experiment
3a
3a
3b
3b

Condition
specific
skew
specific
skew

Strong Restriction
LL
LL
CC
CC

3c

free

-

Weak Restriction
CC
LL

Retained Excluded
6
42
6
42
9
42
7
46
42

7

214

26

Table 5: Participants in Experiments 3a, 3b and 3c

These experiments (and the rotation of conditions) can also be used to determine whether
participants ratings of homorganic items are a result of manipulating the training data or
participants experience with English.

5.5.1

Model Predictions

The ratio of strengths of restriction was chosen based on a number of model runs so that
the model would always choose the OCP-[PLACE] constraint in the induction of constraints
in the skewed language. 20 models for each condition were run.
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Figure 8: Model harmony scores for simulation of Experiment 3a. 10 constraints per
model.

Comparing the harmony scores of L and C in the model to the free condition, we see
that both the specific and skew have lower harmony scores for L (which is a restriction
they are trained on), and skew but not specific has lower harmony scores for C items. In a
certain sense these models do have the behavior of frequency matching the proportions of
the data found. Specific has a numerically lower harmony score for the L items, and skew
has numerically lower harmony scores for L as compared to C. In a linear mixed-effects
model of these simulated results, these numerical differences between the skew and specific

conditions (testing in the specific restriction) is not significant. The specificity of the
restriction does not increase the strength of the restriction.
Further modeling found that a qualitatively similar pattern of results in models which
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-----------

held out the OCP constraint from the learner. Models without the OCP constraint ended
up assigning low harmony scores to CC items using a gang of very specific constraints (e.g.
*

[+coronal] [+low] [+coronal) which happen to apply to the novel testing items. If the

constraint learner had penalization for more complex constraints (which is independently
necessary for the complexity result in Experiment 1), there may be greater differences in
modeling results with and without the OCP constraint.
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Figure 9: Model harmony scores for simulation of Experiment 3a. 10 constraints per
model.
Because the models are not able to include some metric for constraint quality; we can
situate predictions in a caricature of learning which has few constraints. In the skew
condition, a single general constraint (OCP-PLACE) is learned (otherwise, the learner only
has access to constraints of the form *LL and *CC). In the specific condition, a single
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specific constraint (of the form *LL or *CC) is learned.

5.5.2

Experiment 3a

Using experiment 3c as the baseline, we can test for effects of holding out place combinations from testing. In this experiment the specific restriction affects labial-labial sequences,
and the skewed restriction affects labial-labial and dorsal-dorsal sequences, and weakly
affects coronal-coronal sequences.
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Figure 10: Rating scores for Experiment 3a

A mixed-effects logit model was used to analyze the data with random intercepts by
participant. Using the data from Experiment 3c as the baseline, we can test for differences
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in response across types in the 'legal' condition. For the specific condition, we predict
that the learners will only penalize LL sequences in testing. This is borne out in the
interactions (LL:specific = -0.63, p < 0.001, CC:specfic = -.42, p = 0.08). For the skewed
condition, we predict that the learners will adopt an analysis which penalizes CC and
LL sequences equally. This too is borne out in the interactions, (LL:skew = -0.60, p = 0.01;
CC:skew = -0.56, p = 0.02). One unpredicted effect found in this experiment is a significant
main effect of specific in legal. This is not predicted by the model, and is potentially
attributable to group differences.

specific
skew
LL:specific
CC:specific
familiarspecifc
LL:skew
CC:skew
familiar:skew

Std. Error
0.11
0.16
0.16

z value
3.81
0.89
1.31

1.80

0.25

7.14

< 0.001

0.35
0.17
-0.63
-0.42
-0.29
-0.60
-0.56
0.15

0.16
0.16
0.24
0.24
0.36
0.23
0.23
0.37

2.14
1.04
-2.65
-1.77
-0.81
-2.59
-2.43
0.41

0.03
0.29
< 0.001
0.08
0.41
0.01
0.02
0.68

***
*

familiar

Pr(> Iz 1)
< 0.001
0.37
0.19

Estimate
0.44
0.15
0.22

**

**
*

Coefficient
(Intercept)
LL
CC

Table 6: Summary of effects for mixed-effect logit model for Experiment 3a (3483 responses,
129 participants)

Experiment 3a has demonstrated that, compared to participants learning an unrestricted
language, participants learning a specific restriction affecting LL sequences rate LL
sequences lower (and not CC sequences). Participants learning a restriction strongly
affecting LL and DD sequences and weakly affecting CC sequences rate LL and CC
sequences significantly lower than the unrestricted controls.
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5.5.3

Experiment 3b

We can test the same set of hypotheses on a different set of places. In this experiment,
we test a specific restriction affecting coronal-coronal sequences, and a skewed restriction
affecting coronal-coronal, dorsal-dorsal and weakly affecting labial-labial sequences.
Experiment 3b
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Figure 11: Rating scores for Experiment 3b

This experiment had the same general pattern of effects as the previous experiment. The
specific restriction was predicted to show an interaction with CC (CC:specific = -0.54,
p = 0.02) and not with LL (LL:specific = 0.06, p = 0.78). The skewed restriction shows

an interaction with CC (CC:skew = -0.53, p = 0.02) as well as an interaction with LL
(LL:skew = -0.45, p = 0.055). There is an unpredicted main effect of skew (P = 0.41, p =
0.01) in predicting the rating of legal (non-homorganic items) items. This main effect is
37

not predicted by the models of the experiment, and is attributable to group differences
(or potentially that this group of participants has correctly learned that non-homorganic
items should be rated better as compared to other items 27 .)

LL:specifc
CC:spectfic
familiar:specoic
LL:skew
CC:skew
familiar:skew

Std. Error z value
0.11
3.95
0.17
0.89
0.17
1.30

1.79

0.25

Pr(> Iz 1)
< 0.001
0.37
0.19

7.12

< 0.001

0.25

0.16

1.59

0.11

0.41

0.15

2.64

0.01

0.06
-0.54
-0.08
-0.45
-0.53
-0.25

0.24
0.24
0.37
0.23
0.23
0.36

0.26
-2.31
-0.21
-1.92
-2.29
-0.70

0.78
0.02
0.83
0.055
0.02
0.48

***
**

*

skew

Estimate
0.43
0.15
0.22

*

Coefficient
(Intercept)
LL
CC
familiar
specifc

Table 7: Summary of effects for mixed-effect logit model for Experiment 3b (3510 responses,
130 participants)

Experiment 3b tests the effects of learning a specific and skewed restriction against a
baseline of learning an unrestricted language. The same overall pattern of interaction
effects as Experiment 3a was found, where a specific restriction affecting CC sequences is
learned as affecting CC sequences and not LL sequences and a skewed restriction strongly
affecting CC sequences and weakly affecting LL sequences affects CC and LL sequences.

5.5.4 Skew Effect
Combining the data from Experiments 3a and 3b (for the purposes of power), we can test
how participants rate items for which they have weak evidence for a restriction. For the
purposes of this analysis the places in the experiment have been recoded as 'majority'
2

7This logic doesn't account for the group differences in Experiment 3a, where the specific condition had a
main effect
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(under strong restriction in both conditions), and 'minority' (under weak restriction in the
skew condition).
Experiment 3a and 3b
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Figure 12: Rating scores for the skew and specific conditions of Experiments 3a & 3b

Both the skew and the specific conditions rate items which are strongly restricted (majority)
lower. (majority P = -0.40, p < 0.001). Compared to the specific condition, the skew condition
rates items which are weakly restricted (compared to unrestricted in the specific condition)
marginally significantly lower (P = -0.32, p = 0.055). The model predictions (summing
the coefficents of the preedictors) for the majority and the minority in the skew condition
are 0.344 and 0.407 respectively. The numerical closeness of these log-odds indicates that
participants are treating both the minority and majority restriction as being of (roughly)
equal strength.
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Estimate
0.72
1.62
-0.40
-0.01
0.01
0.13
0.02
-0.32

Std. Error
0.08
0.18
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.26
0.16
0.17

z value Pr(> Iz I)
8.60
< 0.001
8.77
< 0.001
-3.42
< 0.001
-0.03
0.96
0.031
0.9
0.52
0.61
0.10
0.91
-1.92
0.055

*

Coefficient
(Intercept)
familiar
majority
minority
skew
familiar:skew
majority:skew
minority:skew

Table 8: Summary of effects for mixed-effect logit model for Experiment 3b (4752 responses,
176 participants)

This comparison across both experiments shows that participants treat a restriction of
uneven strength evenly. This behavior is consistent with participants adopting a uniform
constraint penalizing all homorganic sequences in the face of skewed evidence.
Another potential reading of these results is that the participants in the skew condition are

frequency matching. Frequency

matching has been used in phonological explanations in

relating the probability of a phonological process applying (in a wug-test) being related
to the corpus frequency of a process applying to a given class of forms-(Hayes and Londe,
2006). The frequency matching approach would predict that the difference in strength
of restriction in the skew condition would be mirrored in acceptability scores28. Given
no significant differences in the acceptability of the minority and majority class in the
skew condition, these (lack of) differences can be held as a result of learners adopting the
restriction under a uniform analysis.
Further work is needed to refine the model to the point where it the model predicts a
uniform analyses (inducing a single constraints). As for the experimental evidence, we
show that the participants in the skew condition rating items consistent with a uniform
28Frequency matching could potentially be equated to the HWentro" learner without access to an OCP
constraint, nuisance constraints however influence both models with and without the OCP constraint to
have significant differences between places
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(or nearly-uniform analysis). Participants learning a specific restriction treat the restriction
specifically.

5.6

Place Specific Differences

Using the ratings from Experiment 3c, we can examine place-specific differences in how
the restriction in Experiment 1 is represented. Graff (2012) presents a study of how
similarity affects the attestation of consonant sequences in a number of languages. 25 out
of 28 surveyed languages show significant under-attestation of labial-labial sequences, 25
out of 28 surveyed languages show significant coronal-coronal under-attestation, and 14
out of 28 surveyed languages show under-representation of dorsal-dorsal sequences. Graff
finds that in the majority (13 out of 25) of the cases with a labial-labial under-attestation,
the strength of attestation is significantly stronger than other coocurrence restrictions.
Other surveys of coocurrence restrictions across places indicate that labiality is often the
strongest restriction (Walter, 2007; Pozdniakov and Segerer, 2007).
This superiority of labial-labial restrictions in terms of their strength across languages is
attributed to Ohala (1981)'s listener-oriented sound change. The external cue of labials
lowering apparent F 2 on adjacent vowels is ambiguous in a LVL frame. This ambiguity
could result in listeners occasionally perceiving only one labial consonant as present in a
veridical LVL frame, this is hypothesized to be the diachronic source of labial dissimilation.
Graff presents a re-analysis of (Woods et al., 2010) results of English speaker's identification of CVC in noise. This analysis tests a variety of feature-based predictors to predict
the probability of a misidentification of consonants. The only feature-based predictor
which was significant was whether the two consonants matched for labiality (A = -0.47, p
< 0.0005). This misperception of labial consonants follows Ohala's explanation for labial
dissimilation.
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Graff's analysis of English finds significant place coocurrence restrictions across labial,
coronal, and dorsal places, and a significantly stronger place coocurrence restriction
affecting labials. The (more significant) underattestation of labial sequences potentially
reflects the greater channel bias against labial sequences.
We can use the results of Experiment 3c and Experiment 1 to determine if participants are
transferring their lexical knowledge (or phonetic knowledge) of English into their ratings.
If participants are transferring their knowledge of English lexical statistics into their rating
judgements, it would predict a main effect of lower scores for all labial-labial items. We
can compare the results of these two experiments to determine how the restriction is
represented across all places.
Place-Specific Effects (Experiment 1 and 3c)
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Figure 13: Rating scores for homorganic consonants in free and restricted conditions
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Both of these experiments treat homorganic items as 'illegal' and non-homorganic items
as 'legal' for the purposes of the rating given at the end of each testing block. Because of
differences in the experiment composition, there are different numbers of items of each
type in each condition.
Using a mixed-effects model to analyze for fixed effects and interactions, we find no
main effect of labiality in participants scores (A = 0.15, p = 0.37). This (and the other
non-significant main effects of place) shows that participants are not transferring any sort
of knowledge of under-represented consonant sequences in English to the experimental
task. The interaction coefficients with place (LL:restricted = -0.83, p = 0.002; CC:restricted
= -0.41, p = 0.10; DD:restricted = -0.76, p = 0.11) show that participants learning a

homorganicity restriction tend to rate labial items significantly lower than participants
learning an unrestricted language. The other interaction terms are not significantly
different from zero, but are also not significantly different from the LL term. (The negative
coefficient estimates for these other place terms indicates the predicted effect of lowering
ratings).
The main effect of restricted (# = 0.46, p = 0.01) indicates that participants learning a
language with a restriction have a better score for legal (non-homorganic, unfamiliar)
items. In the discussion of experiment 1 this effect was attributed to the fact that the
participants learning the restriction are able to use the knowledge of the restriction to rate
these items higher.29
29

Explanations along these lines require some theory of what grammar participants who are learning
unrestricted languages are using to make their rating judgements. The grammars provided by the
HWemw" models usually penalize these items due to 'nuisance' constraints which generalize over patterns
present in the input. These explanations assume that participants are using some task strategy in that the
instructions explicitly mention that the test items are drawn from the language being learned and another
language. Participants may be using this instruction to inform them of an expectation to rate a certain
number of items lower.
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familiar

restricted
LL:restricted
CC:restricted
DD:restricted
familiar:restricted

Estimate
0.44
0.15
0.22
0.44

Std. Error
0.11
0.17
0.17
0.31

z value
3.79
0.89
1.31
1.42

1.81

0.25

7.15

< 0.001

0.46
-0.83
-0.41
-0.76
-0.50

0.19
0.27
0.25
0.48
0.36

2.44
-3.04
-1.63
-1.58
-1.32

0.01
0.002
0.10
0.11
0.18

Pr(> Iz 1)
< 0.001
0.37
0.19
0.15
***
*

Coefficient
(Intercept)
LL
CC
DD

**

Table 9: Summary of effects for mixed-effect logit model for Experiment 3c and Experiment
1 (restricted condition) (2122 responses, 72 participants)

Comparing the results of Experiment 1 with Experiment 3c, labiality is the only interaction
effect which is significantly different from zero. The other place interaction effects are
estimated to be negative, but do not significantly differ from zero (nor from the effect of
labiality). Given these high standard errors, more work would have to be done to be able
to determine whether the restriction learned in Experiment 1 is uniform across all places,
or is in some way shaped by either lexical statistics of English (Graff, 2012; Berkley, 2000)
or phonetic knowledge of the confusability of LVL sequences (Ohala, 1981).

6

Conclusions

This thesis is concerned with the learning of coocurrence restrictions. Predictions of a
single OCP-[PLACE] constraint were detailed in learning simulations. One prediction was
analytical leveling, in which the single constraint could take a role in analyzing two or more
independent restrictions of nearly strength as one uniform restriction of even strength.
Another learning prediction of this constraint is that learners who adopt this constraint
would generalize a restriction learned on a subset of places to new places.
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Both of these predictions were experimentally tested. The prediction regarding generalization to a new place is tested in Experiment 2. The predicted effect of generalization
is not found; potentially due to alternative participant task strategies. The prediction
regarding analytical leveling: treating an unevenly strong restriction as an even restriction
is tested in Experiment 3. Learners of a language with restriction which differ in strength
give (equally) low ratings to all homorganic items, whereas learners of a language with a
specific restriction only give low ratings to homorganic items of the learned restriction.
A learning system (HWetropy) was presented; which builds on the Hayes and Wilson
(2008) learner by changing the search heuristic and adoption criterion. This model is more
robust to gradient phonotactics, induces more general constraints and shows significant
improvements in modeling English rating data. This learning system does not have
any bias to favor more simple constraints. Experiment 1 showed a significant learning
advantage to learners of a homorganic restriction as compared to learners of an arbitrary
restriction. This advantage is unpredicted in the model presented. Incorporating some
measure of formal complexity in constraint selection could augment the model to favor
the homorganic restriction over the arbitrary restriction. Defining a complexity metric
which makes OCP-[PLACEJ in some sense 'simple' is left for further work.

Appendices
A

Appendix 1: Arabic Grammars

Below are two models trained on Arabic. These models use a dictionary of 3489 Arabic
roots (from (Buckwalter, 1997) with roots with identical consonants removed) as training
data. Following (Frisch, Pierrehumbert, and Broe, 2004), the feature system used to
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analyze Arabic taken from (Kenstowicz, 1994). The emphatic coronal consonants are
treated as [dorsal] and [coronal] to model coocurrence restrictions affecting emphatics
and dorsals.
The constraints induced by the HWnti,,,y have formally simpler (shorter, more terse) constraints than the constraints induced by the original HW learner. Both models accurately
represent the pharyngeal and labial coocurrence restriction in single constraints. The
HWe,,," learner also induces a constraint related to the coocurrence restriction of coronal
sonorants. The constraints induced by the HW learner are very specific to certain unattested combinations of segments in Arabic (e.g. * [+anterior , +voice] [-cont, +anterior]

penalizes voiced coronal obstruents followed by coronal stops). These specific constraints
in longer runs of the learner add up together to formally approximate the behavior of
single, more general constraints such as * [-son,+coronal] [-son,+coronal].
The HW,,,ty learner induces a specific constraint * [+anterior] [-son,+coronal to represent the coronal coocurrence restriction as all coronalobstruents except [f] cannot be followed
by coronal obstruents. A formally simpler alternative * [-son,+coronall [-son,+coronal]
has nearly as much information gain as the more specific constraint. Building a bias to
choose formally simpler constraints could bring the model of Arabic closer to McCarthy
(1986).
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Grammars
HW Constraints
*[+cont,+anterior][+strident]
*[+anterior] [-acute]
*[+phar][+phar]
*[+anterior,+voiceJ[-cont,+anterior]
*[+labial,+consl[+labial,+cons]
*[-son,+dorsal,+voice][-cont,-voice]
*[-acute,+voice][-son,+cont,+coronal]
*[+dorsal,-voice][-son,-back]
*[-cont,+anterior][-cont,+coronal,-voice]
*[-son,+dorsal,+voice][-son,+back,+voice]
HWent,,py Constraints
*[+anterior] [-son,+coronal]
2.027
*[+cons,+dorsal][+cons,+dorsal] 1.422
*[+phar][+phar]
2.926
*[-strident]
1.134
*[+cons,+labial][+cons,+labial]
2.675
*[+strident,+voice]
0.701
*[+cons][-conglot]
1.084
*[+son,+coronal][+son,+coronal] 1.446
*[+segment][+cont,+back]
0.590
*[-son][+cons,-back]
0.909

2.127
1.331
3.264
2.224
3.178
1.916
2.37
2.524
2.34
0.926
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Appendix 2: English Model Performance

There is a large body of well-formedness ratings of English nonce words which have been
variously used to motivate models of phonotactics. Using these ratings datasets, we can
compare versions of the HW08 learner in their fit of the data.
A 60 constraint phonotactic grammar of English was trained using the HWentropy learner
using the same training materials as Hayes and White (2013).This model (contained in
the Appendix) has a selection of rather phonologically interesting constraints such as
*

[+dorsal] [+syllabic, +high] (fewer dorsals before high vowels). These constraints are

rather nuanced in that they often have exceptions in the English training data, and would
likely not be induced in the original HW08 learner, given that they show some degree of
violations.3
We can evaluate different sizes of grammars to see whether these the models used suffer
from the problem of overfitting. Overfitting is a common problem in data modeling
when too many parameters are used in a predictor in that the prediction suffers as more
constraints are added. There is no a priori notion that grammars with the same number
of constraints in the HW08 and the HWentropy model are necessarily equivalent, given
differences in the constraint induction procedure. Models performance was evaluated on
truncated models, taking the first 15, 30, 45, 60 constraints (furthermore, a 150 constraint
version of the HW learner and the full 177 constraints of BLICK were also included).
The mapping of harmony scores (or model probabilities, in general) onto rating data has
been dealt with in many ways by authors. (An exponential transfer function (Hayes and
Wilson, 2008), a linear transfer function (Daland et al., 2011), or using a non-parametric
rank order statistics (Albright, 2009)). In this work, I will be following Albright (2009) and
30n the face of gradient data, the HWO8 learner repeatedly induces more complicated constraints targeting
true subsets of the more general restriction which meet the accuracy criterion. These constraints end
up diluting the random field R so more that these general constraints cannot be induced as they are
unsupported by the training data at later stages.in constraint induction.
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use Kendall's r, which is a rank-order correlation coefficent to determine how well the
order of ratings and the order of model outputs correlate.
Five data sets were used in the evaluation of different models. Daland et al. (2011) was
used to as an argument that sonority projection effects generalize onto unknown onsets.
In Daland's task participants were asked how likely nonce words could become new
words of English (in one condition), or (in another condition) compared two nonce words
and were asked to choose the more typical English word (These items systematically
manipulate the onset of the word) (96 words). Hayes and White (2013) used magnitude
estimation (in the form of a line drawing task) to rate nonce words of English. This
task was particularly different in that the test items were specifically designed to test
the authors' hypothesis that natural are favored in learning as compared to unnatural
constraints (80 words). Scholes (1966) polled a group of students to see whether a given
word could be an English word; the rating given is the proportion of 7 th grade English
students who claimed that it could be a potential English word (63 words). The onsets of
Scholes' ratings data set were used to showcase the learner in (Hayes and Wilson, 2008),
so this data set was divided into entire words and only onsets. 31 Albright (2009) uses a set
of 88 monosyllabic nonce-words which vary in the degree and location of phonological
deviance (trisk [tnsk] / nace [neis]). Futrell et al. (submitted) ask participants to rate the
likelihood of that a given nonce word is a word of English on a likert scale. 1211 nonce
forms were used in in this experiment, which was specifically aimed at finding differences
between the presented Bayesian tier-based learner and the HW08 model.
Three different grammars were evaluated against each of these sets of rating data. BLICK,
a widely used phonotactic probability calculator(Hayes, 2012) which uses a combination
of hand-picked phonologically 'natural' constraints, and constraints induced by the HW08
learner. HW, which is the result of a 150-constraint run of the HW08 learner. HWe,,, a
60-constraint grammar induced on the same training set as HW. The training set for all
31

Scholes' used 'tails' of existing English words with novel onsets to create nonce words
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grammars is a syllabified, stress-free subset of the CMU pronouncing dictionary (which is
filtered to not have foreign loans). Each grammar was truncated to a number of steps of
sizes to assess the problem of overfitting.
Tukey's jacknifing procedure was used to find 95% confidence interval estimates of the
Spearman's p (Henry, 1981).
Grammar Fit ~ Grammar Size
daland

futelII

albrght

1.0-

-

0.5

-

0.0

grammar
SBLICK
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E

hayeswhite
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scholesonset

W

+ HWEntropy
-

HW
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0.5-

100

size

100

100

Figure 14: Spearman's p at different grammar sizes across ratings data sets. Confidence
intervals estimated using Tukey's Jacknifing procedure.

HWentropy preformed numerically better in terms of rank-order correlation of rating data

than other grammars evaluated for the Albright (2009), Futrell et al. (submitted), Daland et
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al. (2011). The other (Hayes and Wilson-architected) grammars did numerically better on
the two subsets of the Scholes (1966) dataset and the Hayes and White (2013) dataset. The
only significant difference was found in the Futrell dataset, where the Entropy grammar
significantly outperformed the other data sets (compared to the 160 constraint BLICK
output).
The numerical difference in the Hayes and White (2013) can potentially be attributed to
the experiment specifically testing constraints which are present in the run of the HW08
learner. Comparing the correlation coefficients to the other data sets suggests that the
particular items in the experiment may be global outliers, as all models do numerically
poorly at explaining the ranking order in the experiment. The specific use of unnatural
constraints which may be accidentally exceptionless might be biasing participants to use
other strategies to evaluate phonological well-formedness (such as a searching for similar
phonologically structured items in their lexicon). Given that these accidentallyexceptionless
unnatural constraints are indeed absent from the English lexicon, the effect found in the
paper (of these unnatural constraints having a small difference - compared to natural
constraints (which have a large difference); might suggest that the effect is coming from
some other task strategy rather than phonotactic well-formedness.
Numerical differences of the correlation in the Scholes dataset and the subset of Scholes
onsets were very small (0.731 BLICK, 0.717 HWatros,), which may have to do with the
BLICK grammar being seeded with phonologically informed constraints which refer to
sonority. Given the small size of the Scholes dataset, we can maintain that the difference
is well inside the confidence interval.
Taking these model comparisons together, the HWentrop model outperforms the Hayes
and Wilson model significantly on the Futrell dataset. This significantly better fit implies
that the entropy criterion does better at accounting for rating data than the models which
use O/E.
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A second issue this comparison of grammar induction techniques raises is whether these
grammars overfit. Overfitting is a common issue in modeling whereby as the number of
parameters in a model (constraints, in this setting) increase there reaches a point when
accuracy decreases. From these graphs of size differences, it seems like the accuracy for
HW goes down as the size of the grammar moves from 100 constraints to 150 constraints.
Both the BLICK and HWentropy have greater accuracy over time; and don't seem to have a
point of diminishing returns. This investigation is rather preliminary; as the number of
constraints in each model aren't necessarily equatable (as they are induced by different
heuristics - as well, the constraints BLICK aren't necessarily ordered by order of induction
as HWentropy and HW are). Further research into this problem of overfitting in phonotactic
modeling might help to describe adequate stopping criteria for modeling. (As either
algorithm does not have a predefined stopping point).
Table 11: The HWentrwy model of English tested
Constraint
*[-rhyme][+rhyme]
*[+word-boundary] [+rhyme]
*[-rhyme][+word-boundary]
*[+rhyme][+syllabic]
*[-sonorant][+voice]
*[+syllabic][+high]
*[+sonorant,-rhyme][-syllabic]
*[-syllabic][+sonorant,+rhyme]
*[+voice][-voice]
*[+syllabic,+round]
*[-tense][+syllabic]
*[+consonantal,-anterior][-syllabic]
*[-strident]
*[+word-boundary] [+tense]
*[+segment][-consonantal,-sonorant
*[-.back,tense][+word boundary]
*[+diphthong]
*[-continuant,-rhyme][-sonorant]
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Weight
5.397
5.375
5.374
4.926
3.337
2.476
3.871
3.985
3.317
0.920
4.582
3.948
2.192
1.972
3.322
4.280
1.126
4.082
Continued on next page

Table 11 - Continuedfrom previous page
Constraint
Weight
*[+sonorant,+dorsal][+sonorant
3.869
*[-high][-high]
1.813
0.842
*[+round,+high]
1.505
*[+consonantal,-anterior][+tense]
2.967
*[-rhyme][+nasal]
3.093
*[+continuant,+abial][-sonorant]
*[-sonorant,+rhyme][+sonorant
1.866
*[+low][+wordboundary]
3.044
*[+consonantal,-anterior][+word boundary]
1.584
*[-sonorant,+abial][+word boundary]
1.218
*[-backJ[-back]
1.739
2.790
*[-voice,+coronal][+continuant]
*[low[-consonantaI,+rhyme]
2.018
*[+continuant,+voice]
0.693
*[+tense][+dorsal,+rhyme]
1.911
0.867
*[-high] [+word-boundary]
*[+low][+segment][+word boundary]
1.200
1.278
*[+abial][+segment][+word-boundary]
*[+round,-tense]
1.848
*[+rhotic][+rhyme]
1.651
*[+dorsal][+syllabic,+high]
1.600
1.217
*[+consonantal,-anterior][-round,-back]
2.024
*[+consonantal][+dorsal,+rhyme]
3.275
*[+low][+syllabic]
*[+word boundary][-consonantal][-sonorant]
0.815
*[-ow,+tense][+1abial,+rhyme]
1.464
*[-high,-4ow][+dorsal][+word boundary]
1.830
3.070
*[-continuant,+coronal][-continuant}
*[-round,-back][+ateral,+rhyme]
1.190
*[-high,+tense][+voice,-rhyme]
1.018
*[-consonantal,-rhyme][+consonantal,-rhyme]
2.997
*[-high,-back[+word boundary]
1.795
*[+diphthong][+word boundary]
1.715
*[+sonorant,+dorsal][-sonorant,+coronal]
2.888
1.414
*[-ow,-back][-high,+tensej
*[-high.,-back][+labial]
0.818
*[+dorsal][-sonorant,+abial]
3.065
*[-low,+tense][+sonorant,+coronal]
0.714
Continued on next page
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Table 11 - Continuedfrom previous page

Constraint
*[-high][+voice][+word-boundary]
*[+low,-back][-consonantal]
*[-sonorant,-rhyme][-ow,-tense][+word boundary]
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Weight
1.008
2.558
2.036
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